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After 38 years of the “Prohibition of newspaper”,The media ecology in Taiwan 
Showing its unique characteristics In contemporary development.That is to say,it 
completed change from the " martial law " period of highly centralized to speech 
after the lifting of the ban speech highly liberal in a short time .The media is not by 
political support and control of the ideological tool,but  directly facing the market 
of cultural enterprises. 
The development of modern economy, trend of globalization, collectivization 
development.At the same time,small and medium-sized enterprises as the economic 
subject of economic structure in Taiwan,is facing to the group business development 
direction,too.In this paper, the group development route of China Times Group as a 
sample,analysis of structure of the environment and development of Taiwan media 
industry,including the influential factors of political, social, and technology and 
media coverage of the authenticity and credibility of the loss and so on . 
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